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Weekly Checklist                                              
Try to tick off as many of these activities as you can 

each week as part of your home learning. 

Reading -Aim for 20-30 minutes per day 

Mon⚪ Tues⚪ Wed⚪ Thurs⚪ Fri ⚪  

Maths- Daily TT Rockstars practice    

Mon⚪ Tues⚪ Wed⚪ Thurs⚪ Fri ⚪ 

 

Spelling Practice -  

Can you practice spelling these words? When you 

think you know them get an adult to test you 

a) adoration 

b) preparation 

c) sensation 

d) information 

e) admiration 

 
Then, put each of them into a sentence to 

show you understand their meaning. 

Number Practice 
Complete these multiplication questions using 

the formal written 

method.  

1. 12 x 8= 

2. 23 x 4 = 

3. 16 x 5 = 

4. 31 x 3 = 

5. 36 x 4 = 

6. 29 x 8 = 

7. 27 x 3 = 

8. 42 x 5 = 

 

 

Useful links 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=3h

aTJCOkyxA 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-

video/science-ks2-how-do-muscles-and-bones-

work/zfgtscw 

 

A photo of completed work  must be emailed 

to year group email by Friday 26th June   

Topic Review  Last term we were learning all 

about 

 

a) Write labels for the following bones. Ask a 

family member to lie on the floor and put the 

labels in the correct place on top of their 

body (don’t forget to take a photograph!) or 

draw a skeleton and add labels. 

 

skull, spine, tibia and fibula, humorous, 

femur, ulna and radius, rib cage 

 

b) Which bone is the longest in the human 

body? 

c) Name 3 functions of a skeleton.  

d) Copy this paragraph and fill in the blanks 

from the word bank below.  

 

Muscles allow us to __________ our bodies. We have 

over ________ muscles in our body. You have 

_______ sets of muscles attached to many of you 

bones and they work in ___________. Muscles can 

only ________ they cannot ________. The biggest 

muscle is your ____________ and the smallest is the 

________. 

pairs, 2, pull, bottom, ear, 650, move, push 
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